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Introduction
1.1.

Everyone has rights with regard to the way in which their personal data is handled. During
the course of our activities as a Trust we will collect, store and process personal data about
our students, workforce, parents and others. This makes us a data controller in relation to
that personal data.

1.2.

We are committed to the protection of all personal data and special category personal
data for which we are the data controller.

1.3.

The law imposes significant fines and reputational penalties for failing to lawfully process
and safeguard personal data and failure to comply with this policy may result in penalties
being applied.

1.4.

All members of our workforce must comply with this policy when processing personal data
on our behalf. Any breach of this policy may result in disciplinary or other action.

About this policy
2.1

The types of personal data that we may be required to handle include information about
students, parents, our workforce (including staff, volunteers, directors and governors) and
others that we deal with. The personal data which we hold is subject to certain legal
safeguards specified in the General Data Protection Regulation (‘GDPR’), the Data
Protection Act 2018, and other regulations (together ‘Data Protection legislation’).

2.2

This policy and any other documents referred to in it set out the basis on which we will
process any personal data we collect from data subjects, or that is provided to us by data
subjects or other sources.

2.3

This policy does not form part of any employee's contract of employment and may be
amended at any time.

2.4

This policy sets out rules on data protection and the legal conditions that must be satisfied
when we process personal data.

Definition of data protection terms
3.1

A list of definitions is included in Appendix 1.1 to this policy.

Data Protection Officer
As a Trust we are required to appoint a Data Protection Officer (DPO - see Appendix 2). Our DPO
is Amy Brittan, School Data Protection Officer, Support Services for Education, and can be
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contacted at dposchools@somerset.gov.uk
4.1

The DPO is responsible for ensuring compliance with the Data Protection legislation and
with this policy. Any questions about the operation of this policy or any concerns that the
policy has not been followed should be referred in the first instance to the DPO.

4.2

The CEO and Headteacher acts as the representative of the data controller on a day-today basis. They will assume the responsibilities of the Data Protection Lead (DPL - see
Appendix 2)

Responsibilities of the Trust
5.1

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for ensuring that our Trust complies with all
relevant data protection obligations.

5.2

The Trust is committed to protecting and respecting the confidentiality of sensitive
information relating to staff, students, parents, directors and governors. The Trust will:
a)
b)
c)

d)

e)
f)
g)

Follow the key principles of Data Protection legislation including the 7 principles of
GDPR (see Appendix 1.2);
register with the Information Commissioners Office (ICO);
keep an up-to-date Data Asset Audit which lists all known uses of personal data in the
Trust including the lawful basis for processing under Data Protection legislation, who
it is shared with, where it is stored (including transfer out of the UK) and how long it is
retained for.
verify that all systems that involve personal data or confidential information will be
examined to see that they meet Data Protection regulations (see paragraph 10 Data
security)
inform all users about their rights regarding data protection;
provide training to ensure that staff know their responsibilities;
monitor its data protection and information security processes on a regular basis,
changing practices if necessary (see paragraph 10 Data security).

Responsibilities of Staff, Directors, Governors and
Volunteers
6.1

All staff, directors, governors and volunteers are responsible for checking that any
information that they provide to the Trust is accurate and up to date.

6.2

All staff are responsible for ensuring that any personal data they use in the process of
completing their role:
a)
b)
c)

is not in the view of others who do not have the authority to view the data;
is kept securely in a locked cabinet when not being used;
is stored on a secure local or network drive;
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d)
e)
f)

g)
h)

if on a school PC or laptop, that the device is locked when the staff member is out
of the room;
that passwords for school systems are not shared with other staff members or
students;
if kept on removable storage (laptop, tablet, USB memory stick) approved by the
school, that this is password protected and encrypted. The data held on these
devices must be backed up regularly and this is the responsibility of the individual;
is not disclosed to any unauthorised third party (this includes verbal disclosures of
confidential information);
is assessed and approved by the Senior Leadership Team or the DPL with advice
from the DPO (see Appendix 4 Privacy Impact Assessment) if used within an
app, webservice or other application.

6.3

Staff should follow the security measures set out in paragraph 10 Data security.

6.4

Staff will report any loss, theft or mishandling of personal data promptly to the data
protection lead.

6.5

Staff should note that unauthorised disclosure or transgression of the above statements or
security measures in may result in disciplinary or other action.

6.6

Staff, directors and governors should ensure that they use the email address provided by
the Trust for only school-related business and communication. All communication remains
the property of the Trust and may be disclosed as part of a Subject Access Request (see
Appendix 5)

6.7

Staff, directors and governors will follow the email retention policy as laid out in
paragraph 12 Data retention policy including emails.

6.8

When staff, directors and governors leave the Trust they are required to hand over all
personal data belonging to other students or staff. They must not remove any personal
data without the permission of the Trust. Taking personal data with no lawful basis may be
a criminal offence.

Informing parents/guardians and seeking consent
7.1

The Trust will inform the Parents/Guardians of the importance of the personal data the
Trust uses and the importance of keeping this up to date. This process will include at least
an annual data collection sheet (with the return of this document being recorded) and
reminders to update personal information (e.g. contact numbers) in newsletters and at
tutor or class meetings.

7.2

Consent will be sought regarding matters of non-statutory use of personal data such as
the use of images and names in publicity materials on induction or when required. The
returns to these permissions will be recorded and exemptions communicated to staff.
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7.3

In relation to all students under the age of [12/13] years old we will seek consent from an
individual with parental responsibility for that student.

7.4

We will generally seek consent directly from a student who has reached the age of 12,
however we recognise that this may not be appropriate in certain circumstances and
therefore may be required to seek consent from an individual with parental responsibility.

7.5

If consent is required for any other processing of personal data of any data subject, then
the form of this consent must:
a. inform the data subject of exactly what we intend to do with their personal data
b. require them to positively confirm that they consent – we cannot ask them to optout rather than opt-in
c. inform the data subject of how they can withdraw their consent.
d. Any consent must be freely given, which means that we cannot make the provision
of any goods or services or other matter conditional on a data subject giving their
consent.

7.6

The DPO must always be consulted in relation to any consent form before consent is
obtained.

7.7

A record must always be kept of any consent, including how it was obtained and when.

Rights of the data subject
8.1

All people having personal data stored by the Trust have the right to:
a)
b)

obtain from the Trust confirmation if personal data concerning him or her (or their
child) is being processed;
Where this is the case, have a copy of the personal data and the following information:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

c)

8.2

the purposes of the processing;
the third parties that the data will be shared with;
the period for which the personal data will be stored;
the existence of the right to request from the Trust to correct, erase or restrict
processing of personal data if the data can be proved to be incorrectly held;
the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority;
where the personal data is not collected from the data subject, any available
information as to its source.

if exemptions are placed on any of the data above, because of safeguarding or other
issues, the existence of this data will be declared.

The Trust will place on its website a Privacy Notice regarding the personal data held
about students and why it is processed. Privacy Notices for Staff, Directors and
Governors, Students and Parents will be distributed to data subjects as approriate and
be held on the school network.
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8.3

Access to the data is called a Subject Access Request. Any person who wishes to exercise
this right (or their parental right) should make a request (which does not need to be in
writing) and submit it to the CEO / Headteacher. The process for dealing with a Subject
Access Request is outlined in Appendix 5.

8.4

The Trust aims to comply with requests for access to personal information as quickly as
possible and in accordance with advice from the ICO and other professional agencies.

8.5

For further information on how the Trust upholds the rights of the data subject please
see Appendix 1.3

Freedom of Information request policy
9.1

The Directors are committed to openness and transparency and this policy sets out the
procedures and obligations on the Trust when a Freedom of Information request is
received.

9.2

The Freedom of Information Act allows anyone to request information without giving a
reason. The request must though state the name and address of the person as well as
what information they are seeking. When a request is received this will be considered and
the information, if held, will be provided unless one of the exemptions in the Act applies.

9.3

Making requests: Requests for information should be made clear and addressed to the
DPO at dposchools@somerset.gov.uk

9.4

Responding to requests: Any request made to the Trust will be complied with in
accordance with the time limits in the Act. For schools, this is 20 school days (i.e. not
including weekends, holidays or school closure days) or 60 working days if this is shorter.
If the school receive a request directly, they will inform the DPO.

9.5

Charges: The Trust will respond to most requests free of charge, and only charge where
significant costs are incurred. The Trust may choose to charge a fee for complying with
requests for information under FOI. The fees will be calculated according to FOI
regulations and the person notified of the charge before information is supplied. The Trust
reserve the right to refuse to supply information where the cost of doing so exceeds the
statutory maximum.

9.6

Exemptions: Whenever a request for information is received it will be reviewed with
consideration given to whether one of the exemptions set out in the Act applies. Common
exemptions include the data protection of others, confidentiality, the request going
beyond the costs limit and prejudice being caused to the effective conduct of public
affairs. There are other exemptions that may also be relevant. Where an exemption is
being relied on to prevent disclosure of information, we would inform you that this is the
case in our refusal notice.

9.7

Publication scheme: The Trust has adopted the Information Commissioners’ model
publication scheme. To sit alongside this, the Trust has a guide to information document
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which sets out what information the Trust will make available and how it can be accessed.
This Guide can be accessed on the Trust website.
9.8

Complaints: Anyone who has made an FOI request to the Trust and who is not happy with
the response that has been received can have an internal review of how their request has
been handled. This will be generally carried out by a senior member of staff who was not
involved in the initial request response. If a requester wishes to have an internal review,
this should be requested within two months of the initial decision being communicated.
Once an internal review request is received, we aim to conclude the review and
communicate the outcome of this within 20 school days. Following an internal review, if
the requester is still not happy with the response, they have the right to complaint to the
Information Commissioner’s Office.

9.9

The process and record keeping for FOI requests is given in Appendix 6.

Data security
10.1

We will take appropriate security measures against unlawful or unauthorised processing of
personal data, and against the accidental loss of, or damage to, personal data.

10.2

We will put in place procedures and technologies to maintain the security of all personal
data from the point of collection to the point of destruction.

10.3

Security procedures include:
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

Entry controls. Any stranger seen in entry-controlled areas should be reported to the
CEO/Headteacher.
Staff network and software permissions. Staff will only have the level of
permissions required for their role. When staff leave the Trust all their permissions and
accounts will be deleted.
Data walks. The DPL conduct an annual data walk to assess the risk of data loss
around the school, including physical security. The record of the walk and findings
forms part of our monitoring documentation.
Data on display. All personal data on display has been assessed for risk and
minimised where necessary. Consent has been sought for display where we do not
have a legal, public interest, or legitimate interest in displaying the personal data.
Secure lockable desks and cupboards. Desks and cupboards should be kept locked
if they hold confidential information of any kind, or information which would cause
distress or harm if it was disclosed. Student exercise books are not locked away as we
have assessed the risk of data loss to be disproportionate to the cost of storage.
Privacy Impact Assessments. In line with Data Protection legislation, the Trust will
carry out a Privacy Impact Assessment when using software or online tools which may,
if breached, cause harm to the rights and freedoms of individuals. These risk
assessments will be carried out with the support of the DPO (see Appendix 4 Privacy
Impact Assessment) The risk of data being transferred in and out of the UK will also
be assessed.
Methods of disposal. Paper documents will be shredded. Digital storage devices will
be physically destroyed when they are no longer required. IT assets are disposed of in
accordance with the ICO’s guidance on the disposal of IT assets.
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h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

10.4

Data retention. To minimise the risk of data being lost or mishandled, we will not
retain data including emails any longer than is required by law or where there is a
business need. See paragraph 12 Data retention policy.
Equipment. Staff must ensure that individual monitors do not show confidential
information to passers-by and that they log off from their device when it is left
unattended.
Working away from the school premises – paper documents. Staff are permitted
to take children’s work/exercise books and markbooks home, ensuring that they are
stored safely, e.g. when in transit, car doors to be locked if leaving vehicle. Staff are
discouraged to take home documentation such as SEND reports, but on occasion this
may be necessary. When necessary, such documentation should be stored securely in
folders marked confidential and be stored in closed bags so cannot be seen. e.g.
through a car window. All staff are responsible for the safe handling of pupil personal
data when taken off-site and any loss or disclosure to third parties must be reported
to the school data protection lead as soon as possible,
Working away from the school premises – electronic working. Staff are
encouraged to access electronic documents via remote secure home access. When
this is not possible, the school provide encrypted data sticks to store any data. If staff
are using personal devices e.g. laptops and PCs for school business, care must be
taken to ensure that family members or other third parties do not access any
information relating to pupils at the school. A personal laptop or PC must have up to
date virus protection. If staff believe pupil personal data may have been disclosed to
third parties, this must be reported to the school data protection lead as soon as
possible.
Document printing. Documents containing personal data must be collected
immediately from printers and not left on photocopiers.

Any member of staff found to be in breach of the above security measures
may be subject to disciplinary action.

Data breaches
11.1

If there is a data breach the Trust will inform the DPO who will then advise on any actions.

11.2

Any data breaches will be recorded, comprising the facts relating to the personal data
breach, its effects and the remedial action taken as shown in Appendix 7.

11.3

If there is judged to be a significant risk to the rights and freedoms of the affected data
subject, the Trust will communicate the breach to the data subjects with the support of
the DPO.

11.4

In the case of a personal data breach where there is a significant risk of harm to the rights
and freedoms of data subjects, the ICO should be informed as soon as possible and
within 72 hours of notification. Further investigation of the breach can take place after
this notification in line with advice from the DPO and the ICO.

11.5

Data breaches are reported using the information found at on the ICO website
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/report-a-breach/ and https://ico.org.uk/for9

organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/personal-databreaches/
11.6

When reporting a breach, Data Protection legislation states that we must provide:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

a description of the nature of the personal data breach including, where possible:
the categories and approximate number of individuals concerned; and
the categories and approximate number of personal data records concerned;
the name and contact details of the data protection officer or other contact point
where more information can be obtained;
a description of the likely consequences of the personal data breach; and
a description of the measures taken, or proposed to be taken, to deal with the
personal data breach, including, where appropriate, the measures taken to mitigate
any possible adverse effects.

Data retention policy including emails
12.1

The Trust has responsibilities under the Data Protection Principles to keep data only for as
long as necessary.

12.2

In respect of the length of time that schools should keep the data the Trust will follow the
advice from the IRMS using their Records Management Toolkit for schools1.

12.3

The Trust has a clear email retention policy where emails containing personal information
of students or staff members which may be required for learning or safeguarding
purposes are attached to the student or staff members safeguarding folder and
permanently deleted from our email system. Staff will engage in regular email
housekeeping and not keep emails for longer than necessary.

12.4

If paper is due to be destroyed it will be cross-cut shredded either by the Trust or by a
commercial company.

12.5

If data is held on electronic devices then this will be deleted in line with the advice from
the ICO2

12.6

A record should be kept of the data destroyed and/or the certificate of destruction issued
by a third party.

Biometric recognition systems
13.1

1
2

Where we use students’ biometric data as part of an automated biometric recognition system
(for example, students use thumbprints to receive Academy dinners instead of paying with
cash), we will comply with the requirements of the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012.

http://irms.org.uk/page/SchoolsToolkit
https://ico.org.uk/for-the-public/online/deleting-your-data/
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13.2

Parents/carers will be notified before any biometric recognition system is put in place or
before their child first takes part in it. The Academy will get written consent from at least one
parent or carer before we take any biometric data from their child and first process it.

13.3

Parents/carers and students have the right to choose not to use the Academy’s biometric
system(s). We will provide alternative means of accessing the relevant services for those
students. For example, students can pay for Academy dinners using a pin number if they wish.

13.4

Parents/carers and students can object to participation in the Academy’s biometric
recognition system(s), or withdraw consent, at any time, and we will make sure that any
relevant data already captured is deleted.

13.5

As required by law, if a student refuses to participate in, or continue to participate in, the
processing of their biometric data, we will not process that data irrespective of any consent
given by the student’s parent(s)/carer(s).

13.6

Where staff members or other adults use the Academy’s biometric system(s), we will also
obtain their consent before they first take part in it, and provide alternative means of
accessing the relevant service if they object. Staff and other adults can also withdraw consent
at any time and the Academy will delete any relevant data already captured.

CCTV
14.1

We use CCTV in various locations around the Academy sites to ensure they remain safe. We
will adhere to the ICO’s code of practice for the use of CCTV.

14.2

We do not need to ask individuals’ permission to use CCTV, but we make it clear where
individuals are being recorded. Security cameras are clearly visible and there is prominent
signage explaining that CCTV is in use.

14.4

Any enquiries about the CCTV system should be directed to the appropriate Academy
Business Manager.

Reporting policy incidents
15.1

Any member of staff, parent or other individual who considers that the Policy has not been
followed in respect of personal data should raise the matter with the CEO/Headteacher.

Monitoring and evaluation
16.1 This policy will be monitored and reviewed by the DPO in line with the Trust policy review
procedure.
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Appendix 1.1: Data Protection terms and definitions

Term
Data
Data Asset Audit

Data Subjects

Personal Data

Data Controllers

Data Users

Data Processors
Processing

Special Category
Personal Data

Definition
Information which is stored electronically, on a computer, or in
certain paper-based filing systems.
The inventory of all the data processed by the Trust including the
lawful basis for processing, who it is shared with, where it is
transferred (including out of the UK) and how long it is retained
for,
For the purpose of this policy include all living individuals about
whom we hold personal data. This includes students, our
workforce, staff, and other individuals. A data subject need not be
a UK national or resident. All data subjects have legal rights in
relation to their personal information.
Any information relating to an identified or identifiable living
natural person (a data subject); an identifiable living natural person
is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by
reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number,
location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific
to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural
or social identity of that natural person.
The people who or organisations which determine the purposes
for which, and the manner in which, any personal data is
processed. They are responsible for establishing practices and
policies in line with Data Protection legislation. We are the data
controller of all personal data used in our business for our own
commercial purposes.
Those of our workforce and governance professionals (eg directors
governors and volunteers) whose work involves processing
personal data. Data users must protect the data they handle in
accordance with this data protection policy and any applicable
data security procedures at all times.
Any person or organisation that is not a data user that processes
personal data on our behalf and on our instructions.
Any activity that involves use of the data. It includes obtaining,
recording or holding the data, or carrying out any operation or set
of operations on the data such as collection, recording,
organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration,
retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission,
dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or
combination, restriction, erasure or destruction. Processing also
includes transferring personal data to third parties.
Information about a person's racial or ethnic origin, political
opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union
membership, physical or mental health or condition or sexual life,
or genetic or biometric data.
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Appendix 1.2: Data Protection principles
Anyone processing personal data must comply with the data protection principles.
These provide that personal data must be:







processed fairly and lawfully and transparently in relation to the data subject
processed for specified, lawful purposes and in a way which is not incompatible with those
purposes
adequate, relevant and not excessive for the purpose
accurate and up to date
not kept for any longer than is necessary for the purpose
processed securely using appropriate technical and organisational measures.

Personal data must also:
 be processed in line with data subjects' rights (see Appendix 1.3)
 not be transferred to people or organisations situated in other countries without adequate
protection.
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Appendix 1.3: Rights of the data subject and how we
uphold them
1. The right to be informed: Data subjects are informed of how we process their personal
data through Privacy Notices.
2. The right of access: Data subjects may request access to all personal data we hold about
them. Such requests will be considered in line with the school’s Subject Access Request
Procedure.
3. The right to rectification: If a data subject informs the Trust that personal data held about
them by the Trust is inaccurate or incomplete then we will consider that request and
provide a response within one month. If we consider the issue to be too complex to resolve
within that period then we may extend the response period by a further two months. If this
is necessary, then we will inform the data subject within one month of their request that this
is the case. We may determine that any changes proposed by the data subject should not
be made. If this is the case, then we will explain to the data subject why this is the case. In
those circumstances we will inform the data subject of their right to complain to the ICO at
the time that we inform them of our decision in relation to their request.
4. The right to erasure: Data subjects have a right to have personal data about them held by
the Trust erased only in the following circumstances.
 Where the personal data is no longer necessary for the purpose for which it was
originally collected.
 When a data subject withdraws consent – which will apply only where the Trust is
relying on the individuals consent to the processing in the first place.
 When a data subject objects to the processing and there is no overriding legitimate
interest to continue that processing – see above in relation to the right to object.
 Where the processing of the personal data is otherwise unlawful.
 When it is necessary to erase the personal data to comply with a legal obligation.
 If the Trust offers information society services to a pupil and consent is withdrawn in
respect of that pupil in relation to those services.
The Trust is not required to comply with a request by a data subject to erase their personal
data if the processing is taking place:
 to exercise the right of freedom of expression or information
 to comply with a legal obligation for the performance of a task in the public interest or
in accordance with the law
 for public health purposes in the public interest
 for archiving purposes in the public interest, research or statistical purposes
 in relation to a legal claim.
If the Trust has shared the relevant personal data with any other organisation then we will
contact those organisations to inform them of any erasure, unless this proves impossible or
involves a disproportionate effort. The DPO must be consulted in relation to requests
under this right.
5. The right to restrict processing: Data subjects have a right to ‘block’ or suppress the
processing of personal data. This means that the Trust can continue to hold the personal
data but not do anything else with it.
The Trust must restrict the processing of personal data:
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where it is in the process of considering a request for personal data to be rectified (see
above)
 where the Trust is in the process of considering an objection to processing by a data
subject
 where the processing is unlawful, but the data subject has asked the Trust not to delete
the personal data
 where the Trust no longer needs the personal data but the data subject has asked the
Trust not to delete the personal data because they need it in relation to a legal claim,
including any potential claim against the Trust.
 If the Trust has shared the relevant personal data with any other organisation then we
will contact those organisations to inform them of any restriction, unless this proves
impossible or involves a disproportionate effort.
The DPO must be consulted in relation to requests under this right.


6. The right to data portability: In limited circumstances a data subject has a right to receive
their personal data in a machine-readable format, and to have this transferred to another
organisation. If such a request is made, then the DPO must be consulted.
7. The right to object: In certain circumstances data subjects may object to us processing
their personal data. This right may be exercised in relation to processing that we are
undertaking on the basis of a legitimate interest or in pursuit of a statutory function or task
carried out in the public interest. An objection to processing does not have to be complied
with where the Trust can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds which override the
rights of the data subject. Such considerations are complex and must always be referred to
the DPO upon receipt of the request to exercise this right. In respect of direct marketing
any objection to processing must be complied with. The Trust is not however obliged to
comply with a request where the personal data is required in relation to any claim or legal
proceedings.
8. Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling: Note: The Trust will
carefully consider whether it takes any decisions about any individuals by automated
means. This includes any decisions made solely by automated means, and which has a legal
effect in relation to the individual. This might include, for example, a decision as to whether
to employ an individual. We consider it to be unlikely that this would apply to a Trust as
there is always likely to be an element of human intervention in any decision making.
However careful consideration should be given to this issue.
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Appendix 2: Role of the Data Protection Officer
Purpose
The Data Protection Officer (DPO) is responsible for monitoring compliance with current data
protection law, and has the knowledge, support and authority to do so effectively. They oversee and
verify the school’s data protection processes and advise the school on best practice.
Within each school there will be a Data Protection Lead (DPL), who maintains contact with the DPO
and is responsible for assisting in monitoring with compliance and verifies the school’s data
protection practices on a day to day basis.
Data Protection Officer Responsibilities
To:


advise the school/Trust about their obligations under the General Data Protection Regulation
2016 and the Data Protection Act 2018;



support the DPL in developing a joint understanding of the school’s processing operations,
information systems, data security processes and needs, and administrative rules and
procedures;



assist, in cooperation with the DPL, with the monitoring of the school’s compliance with data
protection law, by:



o

collecting information to identify data processing activities;

o

analysing and checking the compliance of data processing activities;

o

informing, advising and issuing recommendations to the school;

o

ensuring they have current and detailed information in data protection issues and
changes to the law, attending relevant training as appropriate;

assist the DPL in making sure that the school’s policies are followed, through:
o

assigning responsibilities to individuals;

o

awareness-raising activities;

o

coordinating staff training;

o

conducting internal data protection audits;



advise on and assist the school with carrying out data protection privacy impact
assessments, if necessary;



act as a contact point for the ICO, assisting and consulting it where necessary, including:





o

helping the ICO to access documents and information;

o

seeking advice on data protection issues;

act as a contact point for individuals whose data is processed (for example, staff, students
and parents), including:
o

responding with support from the DPL to subject access requests;

o

responding with support from the DPL to other requests regarding individuals’
rights over their data and how it is used;

take a risk-based approach to data protection, including:
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o

prioritising the higher-risk areas of data protection and focusing mostly on these

o

advising the school if/when it should conduct an audit, which areas staff need
training in, and what the DPO/DPL roles should involve.



report to the governing board/board of trustees on the school’s data protection compliance
and associated risks;



respect and uphold confidentiality, as appropriate and in line with data protection law, in
carrying out all duties of the role;



assist the DPL in maintaining a record of the school’s data processing activities;



work with external stakeholders, such as suppliers or members of the community, on data
protection issues;



working with the DPL in fostering a culture of data protection throughout the school;



work closely with other departments and services to ensure GDPR compliance, such as HR,
legal, IT and security;



work with the Senior Leadership team at the school to ensure GDPR compliance;



assist with any additional tasks necessary to keep the school compliant with data protection
law and be successful in the role.

Tasks
From these responsibilities, isolated tasks should include:


providing a model Data Protection Policy and assist in customising it for the school;



advising on procedures and pro formas to allow the Data Protection Policy to be adhered
to;



providing advice on other associated policies and documents;



providing materials and advice in completing a dynamic Data Asset Audit and assisting in
its completion if necessary;



checking issues with the Data Asset Audit;



providing training materials to allow the DPL to assist staff in keeping up to date with Data
Protection issues;



acting as the point of contact for SAR and FOI requests and supporting the school to
provide the information as required;



providing a Data Protection Audit on a 3 yearly rota basis and producing a report for
Governors at cost;



providing telephone and email advice and support;



providing regional training for the DPL and other staff;



providing school based on-demand training at cost.
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Appendix 3: Role of the Data Protection Lead
Data Protection Lead Responsibilities
To:


verify that the school has registered with the ICO;



support the DPO in advising the school about their obligations under the Data Protection Act
2018;



support the DPO in developing an understanding of the school’s processing operations,
information systems, data security processes and needs, and administrative rules and
procedures;



assist, in cooperation with the DPO, with the monitoring of the school’s compliance with data
protection law, by:





o

collecting information to identify data processing activities;

o

analysing and checking the compliance of data processing activities;

o

informing, advising and issuing recommendations to the school;

o

ensuring they have current and detailed information in data protection issues and
changes to the law, attending relevant training as appropriate;

assist the DPO in making sure that the school’s policies are followed, through:
o

assigning responsibilities to individuals;

o

awareness-raising activities;

o

coordinating staff training;

o

conducting internal data protection audits;

act as a contact point for the DPO in supporting individuals whose data is processed (for
example, staff, students and parents), including:
o

responding with support from the DPO to subject access requests;

o

responding with support from the DPO to other requests regarding individuals’
rights over their data and how it is used;



assist the DPO in maintaining a record of the school’s data processing activities providing
this on a yearly basis to the DPO;



assisting the DPO in working with external stakeholders, such as suppliers or members of
the community, on data protection issues;



working with the DPO in fostering a culture of data protection throughout the school;



work with the Senior Leadership team at the school to ensure GDPR compliance;



assist with any additional tasks necessary to keep the school compliant with data protection
law and be successful in the role.

Tasks
From these responsibilities, isolated tasks should include:
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act as the point of contact with the DPO;



assist in customising the Data Protection Policy for the school;



advising on procedures and pro formas to allow the Data Protection Policy to be adhered
to;



provide advice on other associated policies and documents;



providing materials and advice in completing a Data Asset Audit and assisting in its
completion if necessary;



supplying the DPO with the Data Asset Audit on a yearly basis;



using the training materials provided by the DPO to assist the staff in keeping up to date
with Data Protection issues.
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Appendix 4: Privacy Impact Assessment
Before the use of any new service that uses personal data, staff should fill in a Privacy Impact
Assessment Form.
The Senior Leaders and/or the DPL, with advice from the DPO will then approve the use and the
information be placed on the Data Asset Audit.
_____________________________

Privacy Impact Assessment Form
Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) for:
Name of Service/Software/App
Data Protection Principles
 processing to be lawful and fair
 purposes of processing be specified, explicit and legitimate
 adequate, relevant and not excessive
 accurate and kept up to date
 kept for no longer than is necessary
 processed in a secure manner
Why we need a Privacy Impact Assessment – screening questions
We need to complete this form because:
 the use involves the collection of new information about individuals;
 the use compels individuals to provide information about themselves;
 the information about individuals will be disclosed to organisations or people who have not
previously had routine access to the information;
 we are using information about individuals for a purpose it is not currently used for, or in a
way it is not currently used
 we are using new technology that might be perceived as being privacy intrusive, for
example, the use of biometrics or facial recognition;
 the use results in us making decisions or acting against individuals in ways that can have a
significant impact on them;
 the information about individuals is of a kind particularly likely to raise privacy concerns or
expectations, for example, health records, criminal records or other information that people
would consider to be private;
 the use requires us to contact individuals in ways that they may find intrusive.
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Describe the service

Describe the data collected and the possible uses of the data
List of data held

Collection of data

Possible uses

Identify the privacy, related risks and possible solutions To be discussed with the Data
Protection Lead
Privacy issue
Risk to individuals
DPA Risks
Possible
Solutions
1.



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



Sign off and notes
Comments on risks

Processes that must be in place

Contact point for future privacy concerns
Data Protection Officer:

dposchools@somerset.gov.uk

Data Protection Lead:

A Person - aperson@educ.somerset.gov.uk

Date completed:

25/08/2020
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Appendix 5: Subject Access Request process
On receiving a Subject Access Request or request for change or deletion of data the DPO or Trust
will:


inform the DPL in the school (and the Headteacher if necessary);



record the details of the request, updating this record where necessary (see next page);



reply to the requestor informing receipt of the request asking for clarity if there is confusion
about which data is required;



contact the DPO if clarity on the request is needed or procedure is needed;



identify the people responsible for gathering the necessary data;



gather the data indicating a deadline;



examine the data for redactions making sure there is no ‘bleeding’ of data;



ask the requestor for an address and time for delivery.

The whole process should take no longer than 30 calendar days, which can be extended by a further
2 months where the request is complex or where there are numerous requests.
Please note the time for processing a request for an Educational Record in a maintained school is 15
days (see paragraph 8.5 in Data Protection Policy)
The Subject Access Requests are held here: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Subject Access Request Record
Name of data subject:

___________________________

Name of person who made request:

___________________________

Date request received:

____/____/____

Contact DPO (dposchools@somerset.gov.uk) :

____/____/____

Date acknowledgement sent:

____/____ /____

Name of person dealing with request:

Are they entitled to the data?
Do you understand what data
they are asking for?
Identify the data

Collect the data required
Do you own all the data?

Do you need to exempt/redact
data?
Is the data going to be ready in
time?

Create pack
Inform requestor you have the
data
Deliver data

___________________________

Notes (Overwrite the statements in grey)
If no reply stating reasons and/or ask for proof
If no, ask requestor for clarity
What data sources, where they are kept

You may need to ask others – state a deadline in your
request.
If no, ask third parties to release external data. If data is
supplied by another agency such as Psychology Service,
you do not own the data.
If exempting/redacting be clear of your reasons
Document name, data exempted/redacted, why.
Record delays and reasons.
Communicate with requestor stating reason for delay
and asking if they would like the data you have collected
so far.
Make sure that the data is in an easy to access format:
paper, word, excel etc.
Ask them how they would like it delivered
Ask for confirmation/special delivery?

At all stages, your DPO or DPL will be able to provide you with advice.

Date request completed:
(within 30 days of request)

____/____/____

Signed off by:

_____________________
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Appendix 6: Freedom of Information request process
On receiving a Freedom of Information Request, which must be made in writing, the DPO or the
school will:


inform the DPL in the school (and the Headteacher if necessary);



contact the DPO for clarity on the request and procedure, and a sample response



record the details of the request, updating this record where necessary (see next page);



reply to the requestor informing receipt of the request asking for clarity if there is confusion
about which data is required;



decide that if the material is already published or falls within an exemption;



if data is not going to be published inform the requestor why this is not being released;



identify the people responsible for gathering the necessary data;



gather the data indicating a deadline;



examine the data for redactions making sure there is no ‘bleeding’ of data;



ask the requestor for an address and time for delivery.

The whole process should take no longer than 20 school days (i.e. not including weekends,
holidays or school closure days) or 60 working days if this is shorter.

The Freedom of Information requests are held here: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Freedom of Information Request Record
Name of person who made request:

___________________________

Date request received:

____/____/____

Contact DPO (dposchools@somerset.gov.uk) :

____/____/____

Date acknowledgement sent:

____/____ /____

Name of person dealing with request:

Are they entitled to the data?
Do you understand what data
they are asking for?
Identify the data

Collect the data required
Do you own all the data?
Do you need to exempt/redact
data?

Is the data going to be ready in
time?

Create pack
Inform requestor you have the
data
Deliver data

___________________________

Notes (Overwrite the statements in grey)
If no reply stating reasons
If no, ask requestor for clarity
What data sources, where they are kept

You may need to ask others – state a deadline in your
request.
If no, then refer them to the correct agency
Could the data identify individuals Are any of the
answers less than 5 people – use ‘5 or less including
zero)?
Are their commercial sensibilities?
Record delays and reasons.
Communicate with requestor stating reason for delay
and asking if they would like the data you have collected
so far.
Make sure that the data is in an easy to access format:
paper, word, excel etc.
Ask them how they would like it delivered
Ask for confirmation/special delivery?

At all stages, your DPO or DPL will be able to provide you with advice.

Date request completed:
(within 20 days of request)

____/____/____

Signed off by:

_____________________
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Appendix 7: Data breach process
Every Data Protection Breach should be recorded. The process that should be followed is listed
below:


inform the DPL in the school (and the Headteacher if necessary);



record the details of the breach providing these details:



o

a description of the nature of the personal data breach including, where possible:

o

the categories and approximate number of individuals concerned; and

o

the categories and approximate number of personal data records concerned;

o

the name and contact details of the data protection officer (if your organisation has
one) or other contact point where more information can be obtained;

o

a description of the likely consequences of the personal data breach; and

o

a description of the measures taken, or proposed to be taken, to deal with the
personal data breach, including, where appropriate, the measures taken to mitigate
any possible adverse effects.

contact the DPO if clarity on reporting the breach is needed and if necessary, report to the
ICO;
o
o

either by phoning 0303123 1113
By filling in the form at:
https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/2258298/personal-databreach-report-form-web-dpa-2018.doc
and sending it to casework@ico.org.uk



updating this record where necessary (see next page);



identify the people whose data is accidentally released, inform them of the breach and the
processes taken to rectify the situation;



review why the breach took place and if future similar events can be avoided.

The Data Protection Breach records requests are held here: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Data Breach Record
Date:

/

/

Person responsible for dealing with breach

Description of the nature of the personal data breach – how it occurred

The categories and approximate
number of individuals concerned

The categories and approximate
number of personal data records
concerned
A description of the likely
consequences of the personal
data breach
A description of the measures
taken, or proposed to be taken,
to deal with the personal data
breach, including, where
appropriate, the measures taken
to mitigate any possible adverse
effects
Reported by
Phone/email sent to DPO
dposchools@somerset.gov.uk
Date reported to data subjects
Notes

y/n

Is this high risk?

Actions approved by

y/n

Date
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Report to ICO

/

y/n

/

